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DAY ONE

12 July 2021, Czernin Palace

13:00 – 14:00 Registration, Coffee and Refreshment
14:00 – 14:10 Opening Ceremony: Musical Performance
14:10 – 14:30 Words of Welcome:
Aleš Chmelař, Deputy Minister for European Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech
Republic
Vladimír Bartovic, Director, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
Ondřej Ditrych, Director, Institute of International Relations (online)
14:30 – 15:30 Opening Panel Discussion: The European Green Deal as the Driver of the PostPandemic Recovery: Visegrad Perspective #Post-Pandemic Recovery
During the first year of the COVID-19 pandemic, EU’s emissions fell dramatically. The power
and heat sectors have seen a drop of around 15 per cent compared to the previous year,
industrial emissions have fallen by 7 per cent and emissions from intra-European aviation
have dropped by a whopping 63 per cent. At the same time, the European Green Deal, which
was launched in 2019, has begun to take shape. New strategies, as well as the Fit for 55
package on climate and energy legislation, are designed to put the EU on track to reaching its
target of climate neutrality by 2050 and reduce its emissions by at least 55 per cent by 2030
(compared to 1990 levels). They are accompanied by hundreds of billions of euros made available for green investments. What is the Visegrad’s role in the collective effort to decarbonise
Europe’s economy by 2050? What opportunities and hurdles are specific for this region? And
what should the next steps of the Visegrad’s green development look like? Can the Visegrad
and broader CEE region become the green heart of Europe within the next decades?
Katja Meier, Saxon State Minister of Justice and for Democracy, European Affairs and
Equality, Germany
Aleš Chmelař, Deputy Minister for European Affairs, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Czech
Republic
Michal Kiča, State Secretary, Ministry of Environment of the Slovak Republic
Attila Steiner, State Secretary for the Development of Circular Economy, Energy and
Climate Policy of the Ministry for Innovation and Technology, Hungary (online)
Moderator: Koert Debeuf, Editor in Chief, EUobserver
15:30 – 15:40 Video Message from Members of the International Programme Board
15:30 – 17:00 Roundtable: Pandemic, Climate and Security: EU Grand Debates as Perceived by Czech
Voters
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15:40 – 16:00
16:00 – 17:00

17:00 – 17:25
17:25 – 17:30
17:30 – 18:30

In October 2021, the Czech Republic is due to hold general elections which will determine
the political orientation of the country in the next four years. It also means that the
election winner will oversee the Czech Presidency to the EU Council 2022. Since Czechs
have been known as the most Eurosceptic nation in Europe, there is a pressing question
whether the new government would not obstruct the EU decision making process, or
whether it would not lead the country to yet another membership referendum. In the
scope of the roundtable, a team of researchers from EUROPEUM Institute for European
Policy and STEM Institute will react to these questions. Their answers will be based
on their recent sociological questioning focused on Czech attitudes towards the most
pressing questions discussed at the EU level such as EU climate policy, security, and the
post-pandemic recovery. The roundtable will be interactive, participants will be able to pose
questions or exchange their opinion on the matter, especially with respect to the situation
in their countries of origin.
Vít Havelka, Research Fellow, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
Nikola Hořejš, European Programme Director, STEM Institute
Coffee Break
Plenary Panel: Support for Democracy Through EU External Policy: New Tools for
Growing Challenges #EU in the world
In Cooperation with the Forum 2000
The crisis of democracy and the rise of authoritarianism across the globe highlight the
importance of taking a more strategic approach to the promotion of democracy worldwide.
The EU has recently reviewed its political guidance on democracy and human rights and is
about to adopt important measures to strengthen its support for democracy. Among the
tools are development aid strategy, value-based economic relations (investments), and
political and diplomatic dialogues and partnerships. What tools should the EU be equipped
with to deal with the new challenges in democracy promotion and in particular, with the
Digital challenges and the narrowing space for civil societies?
Roberto Montella, Secretary General, Parliamentary Assembly of the Organization for
Security and Co-Operation in Europe (online)
Ana Palacio, Former Spanish Minister for Foreign Affairs (online)
Kenneth Wollack, Chairman, National Endowment for Democracy (online)
Vessela Tcherneva, Deputy Director of the European Council on Foreign Relations and
Head of ECFR Sofia (online)
Moderator: Kostis Geropoulos, Energy & Russian Affairs Editor, New Europe
Coffee Break
Video Message from Dorothee Bär, Minister of State for Digitalisation at the Federal
Chancellery, Germany
Plenary Panel: European Digital Decade #EU in the world
Digital environment and innovations have been driving the digital ecosystem towards
competition on a worldwide marketplace with a signature winner-takes-it-all effect.
Nowadays, technological supremacy is shaping both the political and economic power of
large businesses. Such market power and interconnectedness reveal vulnerabilities of digital
business with gatekeeping corporates and platforms having vast influence on the digital
market development, data collection and use, or the rise and fall of start-up companies. To
build a sovereign and sustainable digital market, not only the business model and digital
infrastructure needs proper navigation, the human capital and cooperation must also be at
the forefront. To foster the European ambitions, the European Digital Strategy aims to create
a fair, innovative and entrepreneurship-centered environment with limited market power of
the gatekeepers, as well as democratic control of the digital ecosystem and its cybersecurity. The European Digital Decade adds the focus on citizens’ digital skills and the digitalisation
of the public sector. Yet, how can the EU support small businesses and start-ups that mainly
rely on platforms or software of gatekeepers that already set the stage? What can be done
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to engage local citizens in the digitalisation and to support small-scale businesses not to
eventually sell their product to the big players?
Marcel Kolaja, Vice-President of the European Parliament (online)
Petr Očko, Deputy Minister for New Technologies, Ministry of Industry and Trade of the
Czech Republic
Marta Makowska, Senior Research Fellow in the European Union Programme, The Polish
Institute of International Affairs
Moderator: Nikita Poljakov, Editor in Chief, E15
17:30 – 18:30 Roundtable: From the Ashes: Innovation and Evolution of the European Defense
Industrial Base (upon special invitation only)
The path to building a next gen defense industry in Europe will not come easily. But adopting U.S. best practices can accelerate the process. The United States and its European
allies have traditionally enjoyed a capability gap over their adversaries since the end of the
Cold War. During that period, the West’s focus shifted to combating terrorism and capacity
building in fragile states. As a result, the urgency to develop and field new systems to
combat potential near-peer competitors has eroded. With the Soviet threat receding from
institutional memory, Western allies continue to develop and acquire complex, bespoke
multi-mission platforms that assume, in part, permissive operating domains. This is changing due to the shift to Great Power Competition and the increasing pace of technological
change. To address this, in the United States the government has begun courting startups
and venture capital in order to expand the scope and improve the speed of funding for
non-traditional businesses and startups in the defense sector. This has not been matched
in Europe, where stagnant defense budgets and favoring of national champions have led
to a relative dearth of innovation and a declining defense industrial base. So, what factors
have led to this? And what opportunities does Europe have to grow the industrial base and
increase innovation in defense?
Rear Admiral (UH) Fabio Agostini, Commander of the EU military mission in Libya
Alena Kudzko, Director, GLOBSEC Policy Institute
Nicholas Nelson, Senior Fellow, Center for European Policy Analysis
Ray Wojcik, Senior Fellow, Center for European Policy Analysis
Moderator: Julian Schmid, Postdoctoral Researcher, Institute of International Relations
18:30 – 19:30 Glass of Wine

www.praguesummit.eu
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DAY TWO

13 July 2021, Czernin Palace

7:30 – 9:30
8:00 – 8:10
8:10 – 8:15
8:15 – 9:15

Registration, Coffee and Refreshment
Opening Musical Performance
Welcome Notes
Early Bird Session: Where to go with the Eastern Partnership After the Pandemic?
#EU in the world
In cooperation with the Embassy of the Republic of Latvia to the Czech Republic
The purpose of the Eastern Partnership programme was to boost political and economic
ties between the EU and Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine,
and to prevent the emergence of new borders in Europe after the ‘Eastern’ enlargement
of the EU. It also served to build a common platform to share democracy, prosperity, and
stability. More than a decade later, however, the progress has been mixed. On the upside,
three of the EU’s Eastern neighbours – Georgia, Moldova, and Ukraine – have embarked
on challenging democratic and economic transformations and have built, through a
far-reaching association, free trade and visa agreements and ever-closer ties with the
EU. The progress and relations with the other free countries remain much thinner due to
well-known political and economic reasons. The post-2020 policy, so far, has shed no
light on the available crisis management tools and offers no preparedness in terms of
policy response for when things go awry in the Eastern Neighbourhood. Therefore, now is
the time to debate possible trajectories, scenarios, and contingencies for the development
of the Eastern Partnership over the coming years. For instance, should there be a new
deal for the Eastern Partnership, with the three Association Agreements to be further built
on as the three states wish, while also enhancing the EaP of the six?
Jaroslav Kurfürst, Special Envoy for the Eastern Partnership, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of
the Czech Republic
Andžejs Viļumsons, Director, First Bilateral Relations Department, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs of the Republic of Latvia
Tedo Japaridze, Vice-Chairman at Anaklia Development Consortium, Former Minister of
Foreign Affairs of Georgia (online)
Katarzyna Pisarska, Co-Founder and Co-Chair of the Warsaw Security Forum, Casimir
Pulaski Foundation, Poland (online)
Rostyslav Khotin, Senior Editor of the Ukrainian Service, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
Moderator: Daisy Sindelar, Vice-president & Editor in Chief, Radio Free Europe
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9:15 – 9:25
9:25 - 9:30

Coffee Break
Opening Remarks
H.E. Jakub Kulhánek, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic
9:30 – 9:40 Keynote Address
H.E. Borut Pahor, President of the Republic of Slovenia
9:40 – 10:40 Presidential Chat with the Young Leaders: Conference on the Future of Europe
The representatives of the Future European Leaders Forum (FELF) present their ideas on how
to shape policy. FELF is an integral part of the Prague European Summit, bringing together
exceptional future leaders with diverse professional and academic backgrounds, and with
a proven track record as opinion leaders in their fields of activity. The mission of FELF is to
create a space for meaningful, open and inspiring formal and informal conversations and
learning via different formats - for instance, teambuilding, workshops, simulations, training
and panel discussions. FELF interconnects young people with experienced experts and
decision makers and teaches the youth practical sets of skills needed to advocate, create
and succeed.
H.E. Borut Pahor, President of the Republic of Slovenia
Moderator: Karolina Zbytniewska, Editor in Chief, Euractiv PL
10:40 – 11:00 Coffee Break
11:00 – 11:30 European Chat: EU-UK Internal Security Relations Post-Brexit: Common Grounds for
Enhanced Cooperation #EU in the world
The UK has been an avid user and key developer of EU cooperation on matters of internal
security, even as it disposed of an opt-out from such cooperation. However, the UK’s withdrawal
from the EU means that its ability to cooperate on internal security matters has changed.
While the EU-UK Trade and Cooperation Agreement covers internal security cooperation in no
less than 84 pages and maintains wide formal access of the UK to critical databases and links
to EU agencies, the access to several others is subject to informal alternative arrangements.
The main obstacle for tight functional cross-border security cooperation lies in the UK’s formal
non-participation in the EU’s personal data protection regulations and jurisdiction of the Court
of Justice of the EU, which will limit EU-UK interagency intelligence sharing, development of
common standards, and participation in Joint Investigation Teams and cross-border operations.
Given these circumstances, how can both sides step up their internal security cooperation?
H.E. Jakub Kulhánek, Minister of Foreign Affairs of the Czech Republic
Julian King, Former EU Commissioner for the Security Union, Senior Advisor, Flint Global
(online)
Moderator: Simone Neads, Managing Editor, European Security Journal
11:30 – 12:35 Buffet Lunch
12:35 – 12:40 Video Message from Judith Gerlach, Bavarian State Minister for Digitalisation
12:40 – 12:45 Video Message from Markus Ferber, Member of European Parliament, Chair of the HannsSeidel-Stiftung e.V.
12:45 – 13:40 Plenary Panel: European Digital Sovereignty: What is its Future? #EU in the world
The EU has decided for a digital sovereignty, but its European significance will be decided
through the process of its realisation. While we can think of the US digital sovereignty as
dominated by big digital corporations along the market-led model and the Chinese model
as by a deliberate state-permeated support for own big digital corporations, which model
will be European? Should it involve the typical European values such as direct aid to small
and middle-sized enterprises rather than big corporations? Should it be sensitive to social
rights? Should it be prioritizing democracy over simple market imperatives?
Aura Salla, Head of EU Affairs, Facebook (online)
Pawel Swieboda, Director-General, the Human Brain Project & CEO EBRAINS (online)
Florian Marcus, Digital Transformation Adviser, e-Estonia Briefing Centre
Lucie Kadlecová, Senior Associate, Representative of CybExer Technologies, Czech Republic
Moderator: Karel Barták, Coordinator of the EU Section, INFO.CZ
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13:40 – 13:55 Coffee Break
13:55 – 14:00 Video Message from the European Investment Bank
14:00 – 14:30 VIP Chat: Fair & Sustainable Recovery: What Does it Look Like? #Post-Pandemic
Recovery
In Cooperation with the European Investment Bank
Is Europe well-positioned for a green recovery and green transition, or do we still need to
do more? And what kind of opportunities are there for the Czech Republic in the context of
the twin – green and digital – transition?
H.E. Karel Havlíček, Deputy Prime Minister, Minister of Industry and Trade, Minister of
Transport of the Czech Republic
Lilyana Pavlova, Vice-President of the European Investment Bank (online)
Moderator: Linda Zeilina, Founder and CEO, International Sustainable Finance Centre
14:00 – 15:00 Roundtable: Make it or Break it: Future of the EU Enlargement amidst Global Crisis
(upon special invitation only)
After years of stagnation, the adoption of a new methodology and the decision to open
the accession talks with Albania and North Macedonia seemed to promise a much-needed new momentum in the EU Enlargement policy. However, the devastating effects
of the pandemic and divisions among EU member states swiftly overshadowed the
progress, calling into doubt the willingness of the EU to further support the enlargement
process. Can the geopolitical importance of the region outweigh the lack of political will
among member states to step up the EU enlargement process? What other options
does the EU have in regard to the candidate countries apart from the EU membership
perspective? And how can the EU regain its credibility in the region after years of
inconsistency?
Barbara Lippert, Director of Research & Executive Board, Stiftung Wissenschaft und Politik
Matteo Bonomi, Research Fellow, Istituto Affari Internazionali
Moderator: Žiga Faktor, Head of Brussels Office, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
14:35 – 15:40 Plenary Panel: Transatlantic Relations Under the Biden Administration #EU in the world
With a new president in the White House and a renewed mandate for global affairs and
multilateralism, the US seems to be back on track and ready to revive relations with
its close partner, the European Union. The new administration has called for stronger
collaboration and leadership from the EU to further align on a common strategy toward
China and Russia, bolstering the NATO alliance, expanding the US-EU scope to include
other democratic partners and aligning on post-pandemic recovery. While some within the
EU have welcomed the US back with open arms, others have called for a more distanced
reengagement in the form of strategic autonomy. The last four years under the Trump
administration have left a power vacuum for global challengers to take advantage of
the unengaged US, leaving other democratic nations, including the EU, to take a more
autonomous approach towards global affairs, including climate change, trade disputes
and geopolitical challengers such as Russia and China. While not a new concept, strategic
autonomy comes with its own set of challenges, including deepening divisions within the
EU and questioning to what extent this can be applied towards long-term security and
economic facets. As democracies around the world deal with both domestic and external
challenges, developing a new transatlantic agenda that adapts to the new security,
political and economic environment, while managing geopolitical rivalries, is central to
advancing this relationship and agenda. This session will explore the latest foreign policy
developments of the Biden administration, evaluate the future of the EU-US relationship
and consider if the EU will go down the path of strategic autonomy or towards a strategic
alliance.
Matthew G. Boyse, Deputy Assistant Secretary, U.S. Department of State
Ruth Bajada, Head of Division US & Canada, European External Action Service (online)
Benedetta Berti, Head of Policy Planning Unit, Office of the Secretary General, NATO
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Roland Freudenstein, Policy Director, Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies
(online)
Frances Burwell, Distinguished Fellow, Atlantic Council (online)
Moderator: Ivan Hodáč, Founder and President, Aspen Institute Central Europe
15:40 – 15:55 Coffee Break
15:55 – 17:00 Plenary Panel: Sustainable Mobility: Post-Pandemic, Green and Digital #PostPandemic Recovery
In Cooperation with the European Investment Bank
Transport is undergoing a period of unprecedented change. Political, economic, social
and technological trends are innovating transport services The future of mobility and the
new mobility ecosystem have been a highly discussed topic, which have influenced the
business models and long-term strategy of vehicle producers and transport operators in
the last decade. As mobility becomes increasingly connected and integrated, and as our
awareness and requirements for accessible, efficient, clean and safe transport become
higher, the investment needs for the sector will necessarily adapt and change. During the
disruptive COVID-19 pandemic, the debate over Green and Digital Transformation was
swayed. On the one hand, by the technological perspective of green modes of transportation and use of personal and easily accessible mobility services, and on the other
hand, by the need to ensure that public transportation is a safe and available mode of
travel. Innovative technological developments (notably due to digitisation and automation)
and societal changes have been reshaping mobility concepts. Changes and innovations
in complementary areas such as vehicle electrification, mobility-as-a-service, shared
mobility, intelligent transport systems, massive computing/big data as well as autonomous
vehicles are shaping the future of mobility. Automation (and robotics) is playing an increasing role in the operation and delivery of transport services. The attraction of automated
vehicles lies in the compelling promise the technology holds for making journeys greener,
safer both for personal and freight mobility, easier and more productive, The case for automated logistics vehicles was made even stronger by the pandemic, and the requirement for
more resilient supply chains. Nevertheless, despite the attractiveness of automation, this
technology comes at a cost and as it takes over the transport system, it can also bring
risks and challenges.
Maroš Šefčovič, Vice-President for Interinstitutional Relations and Foresight, European
Commission (Video Message)
Kris Peeters, Vice-President of the European Investment Bank (online)
Zdeněk Hřib, Mayor of Prague
Nika Kotoviča, Urban Planning Expert, City of Riga
Marian Bocek, Co-Founder and CEO at InoBat Auto (online)
Moderator: Arvea Marieni, Board Member and Partner with Brainscapital Srl Benefit Company
17:00 – 17:20 Coffee Break
17:20 – 17:45 European Chat: Digitalisation and Society #Post-Pandemic Recovery
Never in the history of mankind have we had access to so much information and never have
we had so much free time to draw leisure and knowledge of the world from. Our predecessors
had dreamed: science and technology would liberate humanity. But this dream is now at the
risk of turning into a nightmare. The tremendous flood of information has led to widespread
competition of all ideas, a deregulation of the “cognitive market” which has an adverse consequence: to capture, often for the worse, the precious treasure of our attention. Our minds
are captivated by the screens and surrender themselves to the thousand faces of madness.
Victims of looting as a rule, our mind is at the heart of an issue on which our future depends.
This alarming context reveals some of the profound aspirations of humankind.
Gérald Bronner, Professor at the University of Paris, Member of the French National
Academy of Medicine, Member of the French Academy of Technologies
Moderator: Petr Janyška, Political Writer and Journalist, Former Diplomat and Ambassador
to France
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17:20 – 18:20 Roundtable: Governing Big Tech: Who, What and How? (upon special invitation only)
Big tech firms such as Microsoft, Google, Facebook, Amazon and Apple are crucial for
society. Indeed, they are at the core of contemporary societal debates revolving around
privacy, AI or disinformation. Over the past years, the EU has made increasing attempts to
regulate these companies which are exemplified for example by the GDPR. However, other
issues such as the taxation of big tech or the regulation of AI are still open for debate. At
this roundtable we ask: who can and should regulate these companies? What is the aim
of these regulations? The protection of the economy? The strengthening of democracy?
Or the safety of citizens? And how is such regulation possible if states increasingly rely
on big tech? Are private-public partnerships really the answer? Is ‘digital sovereignty’ as
proposed by the EU the solution?
Kryštof Kruliš, Research Fellow of the Association for International Affairs and Chair of the
board of Consumer forum
Nikola Schmidt, Associate Researcher, Institute of International Relations
Moderator: Linda Monsees, Senior Researcher, Institute of International Relations
17:45 - 18:00 Coffee Break
18:00 – 19:00 Plenary Panel: Gender Equality in the Wake of the COVID-19 Pandemic: Lessons
Learned and Way Forward
#Post-Pandemic Recovery
Whilst the last decades were characterised by progress in terms of gender equality, the
pandemic has disrupted this upward tendency. Indeed, the health crisis has explicitly
exposed systemic inequalities between men and women. Domestic violence against
women has spiked, making it the “shadow pandemic” of the health crisis. As the pandemic
has revealed and exacerbated existing inequalities, the situation calls for a thorough
reflection on the structures that maintain such phenomena. As revived gender roles are
pushing women out of the labour market, the professional rollback has been unbelievably
fast. Stay-at-home orders have taken women more than a step backwards. Housework
- usually described as women’s “second shift” - has become inseparable from the rest of
their day. This is especially true for mothers who have had to take on the role of teacher as
schools closed. Moreover, women-dominated fields, such as hospitality and tourism, have
been heavily impacted by the successive lockdowns. This session, following the recent
surge of gender inequalities, will explore and consider different ways forward. As conservative views mostly emerge during times of uncertainty, previous health and economic crises
have pushed women to stay at home. Therefore, this session will evaluate the greatest risk
identified so far for gender equality: that the gender imbalance created by the pandemic
will become permanent.
Vaira Vīķe-Freiberga, Former President of Latvia, President of Club de Madrid (online)
Käthlin Sander, Head of Gender Equality Policy, Ministry of Social Affairs, Estonia (online)
Radan Šafařík, Director of the Gender Equality Department, Office of the Government of
the Czech Republic
Réka Sáfrány, President of the European Women’s Lobby, Chair of the Hungarian Women’s
Lobby
Moderator: Magdalena Jakubowska, Vice President at the Res Publica Foundation &
Visegrad Insight
19:15 – 19:40 Vision for Europe Award Ceremony
19:15 – 19:30 Musical Performance
19:30 – 19:40 Vision for Europe Speech
19:40 – 22:00 Reception
20:00 – 23:00 Executive Forum (upon special invitation only)
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DAY THREE

14 July 2021, Czernin Palace

7:30 – 9:30
Registration, Coffee and Refreshment
8:00 – 09:00 Early Bird Session: EU Relations with China (upon special invitation only)
In cooperation with the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany (online)
The rise of China has inevitably brought the attention of the individuals and world powers
alike, the European Union is one of them. The EU’s value-based internal & external
policy-making has found itself clashing with China’s realpolitik approach. The EU-China
relationship is tenuous at best, mainly due to the different ideas of what the concepts of
human rights and self-determination stand for. However, both of them are technological
superpowers with great futures ahead, and they need each other. There will never be
achieved any substantial impact of the European Green Deal on the global stage if countries like China, producing over 25% of the world’s Co2, are not involved. Should the EU
then backtrack on its value-based diplomacy in order to achieve its policies, such as the
Green Deal? Should they pursue the path of further sanctions for perceived human’s rights
violations? Or should the EU find a balance between the two, acknowledging Chinese
influence, but building a pragmatic approach towards the mutual relationship?
Alexander Sebastian Roth, Deputy Director, China Division of the Federal Foreign Office in
Berlin (online)
Adeline Hinderer, Head of Unit B1 Relations with the Far East, DG Trade, European
Commission (online)
Matej Šimalčík, Executive Director of the Central European Institute of Asian Studies (online)
Moderator: Alica Kizeková, Senior Researcher, Institute of International Relations (online)
8:00 – 8:10
Opening Musical Performance
8:10 – 8:15
Welcome Notes
8:15 – 9:15
Early Bird Session: Kosovo-Serbia Dialogue - Heading Towards a Break-through or a
Stalemate? #EU in the world
The EU-facilitated Dialogue between Belgrade and Pristina is supposed to lead to the normalization of relations between the two parties. A mutual agreement is crucial for both Kosovo
and Serbia, as their European perspective relies on it. While the Brussels Agreement signed
in 2013 presented the first break-through in the process, the Dialogue has been stagnating
since then, and de facto put on hold in 2018. The meeting of the two sides in September 2020
in Washington and the appointment of Miroslav Lajčák as the EU Special Representative for
the Belgrade-Pristina Dialogue suggest that a renewal is around the corner. However, even
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with the engagement and steering by Mr. Lajčák, the Dialogue still needs to address very
sensitive issues which Kosovo and Serbia do not seem to see eye to eye on, including the
implementation of the Brussels Agreement itself. What is the future of the Belgrade-Pristina
Dialogue? Will the newly elected leadership in Kosovo diverge from the negotiations? How
will the Serbian government respond to all impediments that arise in the Dialogue? Will the
EU step up the efforts to reach a comprehensive agreement between the two sides? What
influence do other external powers have over the process?
Željana Zovko, Vice-Chair, Delegation for relations with Bosnia and Herzegovina, and
Kosovo, European Parliament
Ivan Vejvoda, Head of Europe’s Futures Program and Permanent Fellow, IWM (online)
Donika Emini, Executive Director, CiviKos
Moderator: Jana Juzová, Research Fellow, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
9:15 – 9:30
Coffee Break
9:30 – 10:30 Plenary Panel: Societal Fragmentation: Addressing the Growing Divide and Lack of
Trust #Post-Pandemic Recovery
The pandemic has been a litmus test for governments and good governance across the globe,
testing the coherence, compassion and competence of societies. In this brave new world,
trust has emerged – or finally been acknowledged – as an essential currency. Countries
and governments enjoying high levels of public trust and legitimacy, such as New Zealand
and Denmark, have managed the pandemic competently, while other countries, often led
by populists, have seen unprecedented suffering due to discordant pandemic management
and societal polarisation. Beyond the immediate pandemic management, public distrust in
governance risks not just national but global ramifications as mutations evolve amidst societal
disenfranchisement and polarisation. Beyond the pandemic, as Europe prepares its twin green
and digital transformations and post-pandemic recovery, restoring public trust and legitimacy
is a prerequisite for long-term sustainability in Europe. How can societal cohesion, trust and
solidarity be restored lest the failures of the pandemic repeat themselves? Has the pandemic
exposed the limitations of the nation state and the need for deeper European – and global –
integration?
Vesna Pusić, Sociologist, Former Minister of Foreign and European Affairs, Founding
Member of Foreign Policy Forum, Croatia (online)
Edward Lucas, British Writer, Journalist and Consultant (online)
Heiner Flassbeck, Former Chief Economist of UNCTAD (online)
Anna Damaskou, Chair of the Board of Transparency International Greece (online)
Moderator: Koert Debeuf, Editor in Chief of the EUobserver
10:30 – 10:50 Coffee Break
10:50 – 11:40 European Chat: Fighting Structural and Economic Inequalities During Post-Pandemic
Recovery #Post-Pandemic Recovery
The COVID-19 pandemic has had a large impact on the European economy. In 2020, the
Eurozone slumped by 6,4% and it yet remains to be seen what the year 2021 will bring.
Sluggish roll-out of the vaccination in the first quarter 2021 means that the EU’s recovery
will come later than in other major economies such as the UK or the US. Simultaneously,
the long-lasting lockdowns have had an asymmetrical impact on various economic
sectors. While industrial production was put on hold only temporarily, the tourism and
service sectors suffered a major hit. Others, such as delivery and tech, experienced
unprecedented growth. This effectively means that regardless of state subsidies, the
costs of the pandemic became unequally distributed across the EU’s economies. As herd
immunity in the EU is within reach, it is necessary to discuss how to mitigate the impact
of the COVID-19 pandemic on various economic sectors, so that everyone can fully
benefit from the expected recovery. Most importantly, there must be debate about how
the European Union could ensure via its financial means that no one is left behind. The
traditional as well as new tools, such as the Next Generation EU, are well-positioned to
become a key player in this.
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10:50 - 11:50

11:40 - 12:10
12:10 – 12:55

12:55 – 13:15
13:15 – 14:15

Maria Demertzis, Deputy Director, Bruegel (online)
László Andor, Secretary-General, Foundation for European Progressive Studies
Dr. Eoin Drea, Senior Research Officer, Wilfried Martens Centre for European Studies
Moderator: Ilya Roubanis, Managing Director of Brussels Morning
Roundtable: The ‘Energy-Mobility Nexus’ Connecting EU Cities and Beyond (From a
Technical POV): Challenges and Opportunities for Electrical Vehicles and Smart Power
Grid Technology (upon special invitation only)
The transition to Smart Grid technology, across the European Union, is the ultimate goal
to reach in the near future. It goes without saying that Smart Grid technologies make it
possible for Electric Vehicles (EVs) to proliferate without overloading the electric supply
industry, and at the same time, EVs are driving investment in Smart Grid technologies.
However, the widespread use of Smart Grid technologies is not easily attainable. Firstly,
the incentivisation of private EV purchase is not even across EU countries and the
upscaling of electromobility is still ahead of us. Secondly, the “prosumer” behavior (being
equipped with smart watt routers and IoT) is highly awaited, however, not witnessed yet.
Lastly, although the up-to-date power grid is capable of managing the daily fluctuations
in the electricity grid, it is not capable to do so with the seasonal ones – if dependent on
solar and wind power supplies alone. Therefore, we must ask, can electric vehicles be
useful for matching intermittent solar and wind power supplies to demand, soaking up
excess off-peak power supply and feeding power back into the grid when needed? And,
while vehicles are parked for 95% of the time, what is the potential of vehicle-to-grid and
vehicle-to-home supplies? Finally, what steps need to be taken to modernise the power
grid towards smart electric grids in the EU?
Michal Fišer, Chairman of the Board of Directors and the General Director, Operátor ICT
Lukáš Hataš, Director of the Association for Electromobility of the Czech Republic
Jaromír Beránek, Head of IT and Smart City Committee of the Prague City Assembly
Moderator: Katharine Klačanský, Research Fellow, EUROPEUM Institute for European
Policy
Coffee Break
European Chat: Innovative Technologies for Climate Action #Post-Pandemic Recovery
Two existential threats to human civilization are above our heads - the crisis of climate
change and nature’s destruction. The Paris Agreement encourages innovation for an
effective long-term global response to fight climate change to promote economic growth
and sustainable development. The EU, China, Japan, Korea, and the UK have made
unilateral commitments because the response requires collaboration and technological
convergence. We need to reduce emissions by 7,6% per year until 2030. Unless we try to
make a difference, the change of the climate will be irreversible.
Geneviève Pons, Director General and Vice President of Europe Jacques Delors (online)
Arvea Marieni, Board Member and Partner with Brainscapital Srl Benefit Company
Giles Dickson, CEO, WindEurope
Moderator: Aneta Zachová, Editor in Chief, Euractiv CZ
Coffee Break
Plenary Panel: Rising Protectionism and Trade Warring: What is there for the EU? #EU
in the world
Although ‘trade wars’ are regular front-page news, most of the ‘military’ activities (i.e.
increasing tariffs and limiting trade in other ways) have been initiated by the US administration, forcing other WTO partners to retaliate. Nobody else starts trade wars. However,
Trump’s highly visible tariffs might have obscured a subtle and less overt trend undermining the world trade system: rising non-tariff protectionism. Some indicators show a
steady rise in resort to indirect protectionism over a decade or more. How can these be
best assessed and what can realistically be done to reverse the trend permanently and
credibly?
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Milena Hrdinková, State Secretary for European Affairs, Office of the Government of the
Czech Republic
Jan Zahradil, Vice-Chair of the EP Committee on International Trade
Maria Martin-Prat, Deputy Director-General of DG Trade, European Commission (online)
Pascal Lamy, Former European Commissioner and Director-General, WTO (online)
Moderator: Vladimír Bartovic, Director, EUROPEUM Institute for European Policy
Closing Remarks
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URBAN TALKS

Day One, 12 July 2021, 17:00 – 18:00
Venue:
Topic:

Prague, the Hall of the „Dum U Minuty”
(address: Prague Creative Center, Staroměstské náměstí 4/1, Prague 1 (Old Town Square)
EU Space Programme in the Making? Securing the EU’s Sovereignty on Earth and in
Space #EU in the world
In 2021, the EU launched the European Union Agency for the Space Programme in line
with the start of its new seven-year space programme and recently approved €14.8 billion
budget. This development follows the establishment of the new Directorate-General for
Defense Industry and Space (DG DEFIS). These developments reflect the growing importance of space in our everyday lives, functioning of modern societies but also for defense
and security. The panel will discuss both current plans and ambitions of the EU in space,
but also its long-term vision.
Jana Robinson, Managing Director, Space Security Program Director, PSSI
Petr Boháček, Research Fellow, Center for Governance of Emerging Technologies, IIR
Bohumil Doboš, Academic Researcher, Institute of Political Studies, Charles University
Tomáš Hrozenský, Research Fellow, European Space Policy Institute (online)
Moderator: Adriana Lenkavská, Advisor to the Prague European Summit & Junior
Researcher
Day Three, 14 July 2021, 16:00 – 17:00

Venue:

Topic:

Prague, PwC Experience Center
(address: PwC Česká republika, City Green Court, Hvězdova 1734/2c, Prague 4 (nearby
metro C Pankrác)
Green Transition in Practice: Strategy, Funding, Projects #Post-Pandemic Recovery
In Cooperation with PwC
How can companies and public institutions approach the environmental agenda and get
through stronger? What benefits do they gain following the environmental path and are
there any threats in case they do not? Who can help? How can transformation projects
be funded?
Jan Brázda, ESG Leader PwC Czech Republic, CEE Partner
Kamil Čermák, Chairman of the Board, CEO at ČEZ ESCO
Jitka Haubová, Member of the Board, COO at Komerční banka
Dimitri Koufos, Associate Director – Lead Direct Finance, Energy Efficiency and Climate
Representative, EBRD
Moderator: Linda Zeilina, Founder and CEO, International Sustainable Finance
Centre
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